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SET-VALUED SET THEORY: PART TWO

E. WILLIAM CHAPIN, Jr.

3* Development of the Elementary Theory First note that the following
concepts were defined in section 2 in the process of developing the axioms:
subset, null set, strong pair, weak pair, strong unit set, weak unit set,
ordered pair, function, domain, range, into, onto, standard union, union,
strong power set, power set, strong Cartesian product, and Cartesian
product. In addition, the two concepts degree and standard, which have no
classical counterparts, were introduced. In this section, we first need to
define the other concepts common in elementary classical set theory and
then to verify that the sets given by the various definitions have the usual
properties, including existence. (The reader is reminded that 3\y means
that there exists a unique y: there is such a y and any two are equal.)

Thm. 6: (VΛΓ) [Std (ΛΓ) ^ (3\y)(Vz)(Vw)(e(z,y,w) = (Vt)(3έr)(e{t,x, tr) Λ ~(tr =
0)) Ώ€(z,t,w))].

Def. 25: The set y of Theorem 6 is denoted by I \sx. (Strong Intersection)

Proof of Thm. 6: The uniqueness of the strong intersection of a given
standard x follows by the usual extensionality argument, since membership
in that intersection is defined by an equivalence. The existence of the
strong intersection follows from the Axiom of Separation (listed in section 2
as a consequence of the Axiom of Replacement) and the Axiom of Unions,
since the intersection is that subset of the union v)sx = \Jx satisfying the
condition given on the right hand side of the equivalence sign in the
statement of Theorem 6. QEQ

Thm. 7: (Vx)te\y)((Vυ)(Vw)[e(υ,y,w) = (W)[(3f) (e(t,x, t') A | ~ ( f =0)) D

(e(t,x,w)Λe(v,t,w))]]).

Def. 26: The set y of Theorem 7 is denoted by \\y. (Intersection)

*Part I of this paper appeared in Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic, vol. XV
(1974), pp. 619-634.
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Proof of Thm. 7: This follows precisely in the same way that Theorem 6

did, since the membership relation is again given by an equivalence and the

set in question is a subset of \Jx. QED

To determine whether we should place υ in the intersection of x at
least to the degree w, we examine all of the elements t that belong to some
non-0 degree and then require that both of the following conditions be
satisfied for all such t: a) t belongs to x at least to the degree w;
b) v belongs to t at least to the degree w. As in the case of unions, we have
the following consequence of the definitions.

Thm. 8: (VΛΓ) Std(*) D (Π5X = Γ\x) . QED

Def. 27: x Π y is Π{#,;y}.

Def. 28: We say that x and y a r e disjoint if x Π y = 0 . (Disjoint)

From this point on, for sets whose definition insures their uniqueness
by extensionality and whose existence is t rue because of a simple
application of the Axiom of Replacement (or i ts consequences, the Axiom of
Separation) to a set that we already know to exist, we will simply l ist the
definition without writing out the formal proof that justifies that definition.
For example, for the first definition below we need to apply the Axiom of
Replacement of section 2 with u the set x Π y and A the formula that s tates
that i ts second argument is the set of all degrees w of membership that i ts
first argument has with respect to the set x Π y.

Def. 29: Given x and y, suppose that

(Vz)(Vw)[e(z,x Πy,w) => (3υ)(Vv')(Vv") e(vr,υ,v") = [e(z,x Π y,vr) Λ D(V")]]:

then DS(x,y) is the set given by the condition

(Vz)(Vw)[e(z,DS(x,y),w) = (3t)(e(t,x Π y, z) A (3t')(e(t,x Π y, tf) MJU C t'))].

(Degree of Separation)

Thus, if for every z, the collection of degrees with which z belongs to
x Πy forms a standard set, the degree of separation of x and y i s the set
whose elements to some non-0 degree a r e the degrees with which the
elements of x Π y belong to x Γ\y. For any such degree z, z belongs to
DS(ΛΓ, y) at least to the degree w provided that some t which belongs to x Π y
with degree z at least also belongs to x Πy with degree at l e a s t s . (This
seems to be the maximal degree to which the Axiom of Replacement allows
us to place elements in DS(x,y).) Again, the process of making DS(x,y) the
collection of all suitable degrees is our substitute for picking out the
" m a x i m a l " degree which may or may not exist. Since we know that {0} is a
set, the definition has the following corollary.

Col. to Def. 29: If x and y are disjoint, DS(x,y) = 0 . QED

Def. 30: Given two sets x and y, x-y i s the set given by the condition

(Vz)(Vw)[{e(z,x-y,w)*~(w= 0)) = [((Vt)(e(z,y,t) 3f =0) A e(z,x,w))*
~ {w = 0)]]. (Difference)
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The difference x-y (or relative complement) of the sets x and y may
thus be described as follows. If z belongs to x only to the degree 0, z
belongs to x-y only to the degree 0. If z belongs to y with any non-0
degree, then z belongs to x-y only to the degree 0. Finally, if z belongs to
x at least to some non-0 degree w, but belongs to y only to the degree 0,
then z belongs to x at least to the degree w. This definition of difference is
rather strong in that it cuts the degree of membership of any element z of x
which happens "really" to belong to y down to the minimal degree 0when z
is considered as a possible element of x-y.

Def. 31: xθy is (x-y) u (y-x). (Symmetric Difference)

This looks like the usual definition of symmetric difference. Its
interpretation is that for z's that belong to either both x and y or to neither
x nor y with some non-0 degree, the degree of membership of z in xθy is 0,
whereas for z's which belong to x to some non-0 degree but to y only to the
degree 0, the degrees of membership of z inx in xθy are the same as the
degrees of membership of z in x (and similarly for z's belonging to y to
some non-0 degree but belonging to x only to the degree 0).

Note: As usual in axiomatic set theory, there is no notion of (absolute)
complement defined, since the collection given by the usual proposed
definition for such a complement cannot in general consistently be assumed
to be a set.

Thm. 9: Let x be any set and a, δ, and c subsets of x. Then the following
identities hold:

1. a\jb = b vja Γ . a Πb = b Da

2. a U (b U c) = (a U b) U c 2'. a Π (b ΓΊ c) = (a Π b) Π c
3. a U 0 = a 3 ' . a Π 0 = 0
4. 4\ a n(χ-a) = 0
5. a Π (b U c) = (a Π b) U (a Π c) 5'. a U (b Π c) = (a U 6) Π (α Π c)

That is, for any given set ΛΓ, the collection of all subsets of x fails to be
Boolean algebra with respect to union, intersection and difference only in
that the law a u (x-a) = x need not hold.

Proof: It is immediate from the definitions of union, intersection, comple-
ment, and subset that all of the sets in question are subsets of x. 1 and l f

are also immediate since, for example,

aub= \J{a,b}= \J{b,a}=bUa.

2 and 2' are almost as immediate. By definition, we are to show that, for
example,

Π{α,Π{δ,c}}= Π{Π{α,δ},c}.

Call this p = q. By the definition of intersection, e(z,p,w) is true if and

only if e(z,a,w) and e\z, I \{b, c},w), i.e., if and only if e{z,a,w) and
e(z,b,w) and e(z9c,w). (Remember, that the unordered pairs in question
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are standard sets.) But e{z, q, w) is true if and only if e \z, Π{α, b}, wj and
e(z,c, w), i.e., if and only if e(z,a,w) and e(z,b,w) and e(z, c, w). Hence
e(z,p, w) if and only if e(z, q, w), so that p = q.

3 follows from the definition of union and the facts that (Vz)(Vw)
e(z,φ,v) D υ = 0 and (Va)(Vz)(e(z,a,0)). Similarly, 3' follows from the
definition of intersection and the fact that a c x.

To prove 4 f, it is perhaps easiest to consider three cases separately.
If w is such that

(Vυ)(e(w,x,υ) => i; =0),

so that also

(Vv)(e(w,a,v) Ώv=φ),

then by the definition of difference,

(Vv)(e(iΰ,x-a,v) ^> v =0),

so that

(Vv)(€(w,α Π (x-a),υ) => i; =0)

by the definition of intersection. If w is such that

(3v)(e(w,x,v)*~(v =0))

but

(Vυ){e(w,a,υ) => z; =0).

Then by the definition of difference

(Vυ)(e(w,x-a,v) = e(w,x,v))

so that

(Vv)(e(a Π(x-a),v) θυ=φ),

by the definition of intersection. Finally, if

(3v)(t(w,a,v) =5(t;=0»,

so that

(3v)(e(w,x,v) D(t;=0)).

Since α c Λ:, then by the definition of difference

{Vυ)(e(w,x-a,v) ^ υ =0),

so that

(Vυ)(e(w,a Π (x-a),v) ^> υ =0).

Hence,

(Vw)(Vv)(e(w,a Π (^-α),i;) => v =0).

Hence

α Π (Λr-β) =0.
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The final two identities 5 and 5f have proofs rather like those of 3 and
3f since all of the unordered pairs implied in their statements are
standard. For example, for 5, we need to verify that

Π{«, U{δ,C}} = U{n{α,δ},n{α,C}}.
Call this p = q. Then we must show that

(Vz)(Vw)(e(z,p,w) = e(z,q,w)).

So suppose e(z,p,w). Then

e(z,a,w)*e[z, \J{b,c},w),

so that

e(z,a, W)Λ (e(z, b, w) Λ e(z, c, w)).

In the former case, we have e\z, Π{#, b}, wj and in the latter e\z, Π

{a, c},w), so that in any case, e{z, q, w). Conversely, if e(z, q, w), then

e\z, Π{α, b},w) ve[z, \\{a, c}, w),

i.e., either

e(z,a,w)Λ e(z, b,w)

or else

e{z,a,w)Λ e{z, c,w).

So in any case, we have

e (z, a, w) Λ (e (z, b,w)ve (z, c, w))9

i .e . ,

e(z,a, w)Λ e(z,b u c\w)y

so that we can conclude e(z,p, w). Hence,

(Vz)(Vw)e(z,p,w) = e(z,q,w). QED

The following observations should make it clear why we do not claim
an identity 4 ( α u (x-a) = x) parallel to 4'. Let a be a subset of x such that
for some z in a, there exists two non-0 degrees v and w with the following
propert ies :

e(z,x,v), e(z,x,vr), e(z,a,v), ~e(z,a,vr).

Then the definitions of union and difference show that the following hold:

e(z,a U (x-a),v)9 ~e(z,a u (x-a),vr).

Hence it would not be true that a u (x-a) = x in this case; the problem
seems to lie with those non-0 degrees to which some w belongs to x but
not to a.

Def. 32: Std(^,y).= [x c y^{iz)(xiw)((3w1)(e(zίxfw
1)N^(wt =0)) D (e(z,x,w) =

€ (z, y, w)))]. [Standard Subset]
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We say that x is a standard subset of y if x is a subset of y and for any
2, if z is an element of x to some non-0 degree, then z is an element of x
precisely to the same degrees that z is an element of y. One can view
standard sets as sets which are standard subsets of any sets of which they
are subsets.

T h m . 1 0 : S\ό(x,y) =[xΌ (y-x) = y].

Proof: We noted above that if x is not a standard subset of y and x is a
subset of y} then x U {y-x) and y are not identical. On the other hand, if it
is not a case that x is a subset of y9 then

{3z){3w){e(2,X,W)Λ~6{zt y9 w)).

But then e{z,xu {y-x),w) so that ~(#u {y-x) = x). Now suppose Std(ΛΓ,3;).
Again the consideration of three cases seems easiest. If w is such that
e{w9y,z) holds only for z = 0 (so that e{w,x,z) holds only for z =0), then
e{w,y-x,w) holds only for 2 = 0 . Hence e(w,# U (3>-#), w) holds only for
w =0, by the definition of union. If w is such that e(w,;y,2) holds for some
non-0 2, but e{w,x,z) hold only for z = 0, then e(w,:y-#, 2) holds precisely
when €(w,3>,£) holds, by the definition of difference, so that e{w,x u (3?-AT),2)
holds precisely for those z such that e{w,y,z) holds, by the definition of
union. Finally, if w is such that for some non-0 2, e{w,x,z) holds, then
some x is a standard subset of y, e{w,x,z) holds for precisely those z's
such that e{w,y,z) holds. Also, by the definition of difference, e{w,y-x,z)
holds only for 2 = 0 , so that by the definition of union, e{w,x, u {y-x)9z)
holds if and only if e{w,x,z) holds if and only if e{w,y,z) holds. Hence

{Vw){Vz)[e{w,xU {y-x),z) = e{w,y,z)],

so that

s x u {y-x) = y. QED

Thm. 11: For any set y, the collection of all x such that Stdfc, y) forms a
Boolean algebra under union, intersection, and difference.

Proof: Since the union (intersection) of two standard subsets of y and the
difference between y and any standard subset x of y is a standard subset of
y9 we need only verify the Boolean proper t ies . But all of these except one
a re given by Theorem 9 and that one is given by Theorem 10. QED

Note: One must be careful to remember that S\6{x9y) implies neither S\6{x)
nor Std {y).

Now that it is clear that not all of the c lass ical set theoret ical
identities a r e satisfied by all of our set , it becomes profitable to determine
which of the commonly used identities do hold in our theory.

Thm. 12: The operators of union and intersection satisfy all of the
identities of a distributive lattice; i .e . , identities 1, 1' , 2, 2 ' , 5, and 5 ' ,
together with the following identit ies:
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6. a ua = a 6\ a Πa - a

7. a Π (a u b) = a 7r. a u (a Π b) = a

Proof: All of the identities of Theorem 9 mentioned above hold for

arbitrary sets. The proofs given in the proof of Theorem 9 did not depend

on the assumption that the sets in question were subsets of some set x.

Identities 6 and 6' above both follow immediately from the definition of the

union (intersection) of a strong set: for any v and w, e(v,a U a, w) holds if

and only if e{v,a,w) or e(v,a,w) holds, etc. To verify 7, we note that if

e(w,a Π (a Ό b),z), then e(w,a,z) (and e(w,a u b,z)). On the other hand, if

e(w,a,z), then e(w,a U b,z), so that e{w,a Π (a U b),z). Hence

(Vw)(Vz)[e(w,a,z) = e(w,a Π (a u b),z)],

so a = a Π (a i) b). The proof of 7' is s imi lar . QED

Col. to Thm. 12: The relation subset is the order relation corresponding to

the above lattice operations, i .e.,

8. a c b = (a U b = b) 8 f . a c b = (a Π b = a).

Further, the order relation has the following usual relationships with the

lattice operations union and intersection:

9. a Q au b 9'. af) b c b

10. ((a Q b)Λ(bc c)) ̂ aQ c

1 1 . ((a c b) Λ ( c c ά)) D ( ( α u c ) c ( δ u d) )

1 1 ' . ( (α c 6 ) A ( C c d ) ) D ( ( a n c) c (& Πd)).

In addition, the following laws relating subset and difference hold:

12. (a c 6) D (6-β =0)

13. (a c δ) => (c-δ c c-a).

Proof: Most of these facts are consequences of 8, together with Theorems

9 and 12. To verify 8, suppose that a Qb. Then

e(zfa,w) => e(z,b,w),

so that

e(2,α U δ, ̂ ) Ξ eU, δ, w).

Hence, a u δ = δ. On the other hand, if α u δ = δ so that

e(z,a ub,w) = e(z, b,w),

then since

e(z,a,w) 3 e(z,a U δ,w),

we have

e(z,a,w) 3 e{z,b,w),

i.e., a Q b. The verification of 8' is similar. Relations 9, and 9', and 10

follow from the definition of subset. A translation of the classical proof of

11 and 11' is sufficient to verify these implications.
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To check 12, a Q b tells us that if e(z,a,w), then e(z,b,w), so that, in
particular, if ~(w = 0), then ~(e(z, b-a,w)) so that

e(z, b-a,w) D W = 0,

as desired. In 13, assume

e(z,a,w) 3 e(z, b,w),

so that, in particular

(Vz) [(3w)(e (z, a,w)*~(w= 0)) => (3io)(eU, b,w)*~(w= 0))].

From this we can conclude, using the definition of difference

(Vz)(Vw) [(e (z, c-b, W)Λ~(W = Φ))D€ (Z, c-a, w)]

i.e., c-b c c-α. QED

Observe that we could not expect the converses of 12 and 13 to hold in
general, b-a = 0 tells us that any z which belongs to b to some non-0
degree w also belongs to a with some non-0 degree W, but this does not
give us the necessary ordering relationship between w and w' needed to
insure that a c b. The converse of 13 is false classically.

The above theorems combine to tel l us that our operations of union
and intersection and our relation of subset all behave in the class ical ways
and that we expect c lass ical facts about them to be t rue. Further , the fact
that the converse of 12 does not hold gives more evidence that it is the
definition of difference that does not coincide in its proper t ies with the
class ical definition. This is to be expected since we have not assumed that
our collection of degrees is even a set, much less that t h e r e is a maximal
degree. Below we investigate how difference and symmetr ic difference
behave with respect to the other operations.

Thm. 13: The following equalities and inclusions all hold. When an inclu-
sion is stated, the reverse inclusion need not be true in general.

14. (a-b) Π (a-c) = a-(b u c) (De Morgan)
14 f . (a-b) u (a-c) c a-(b Π c) (De Morgan)
15. (a U b) - c = (a-c) U (b-c)

15'. ( α n δ ) - c = (a-c) Π (b-c)
16. a-(b Uc) = (a-b)-c

16'. (a-b) u(af)c) c a-(b-c)
17. a Π (b-c) = (a n b)-c
18. a-b c a-(a Π δ).

Proof: The inclusion and equalities all follow by the usual classical proofs,
using the definitions of union, intersection, complement, and subset. Here
we only note why the converse equalities need not hold in general in 14',
16', and 18. In 14', the problem is that

(i) (3w)(e(z,b,w)Λ~(w=φ))

together with

(ii) (3w')(e(z,c,w')A~(w = φ))
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need not imply

(iii) (3w")(e(z, b(λc, w") Λ - (w" = 0 ) ) .

Suppose w and w" are disjoint, so that they have no common subsets to
non-0 degrees except 0. This was the property of Brown's intersection
mentioned in section 1 of this paper. Given a z such that (i) and (ii) are
satisfied, but (iii) is not and such that

(3v)(e(z,a,υ)h~(υ =0)),

then z belongs to (a-b) u (a-c) only to the degree 0, but to α-(δ Π c) at least
to the degree v. In 16', the problem is with z such that (3w)(e(z,a,w) Λ
~(w=0)*~e(z,c,w)), (3wr)(e(z,b,wr)Λ~(w' = 0)) and (3w") (e(z, c, W")Λ
~{w =0)). In this case we have e(z,a-(b-c)9w) but not e(z,(a-b) u ( « n c),w),
so that

a-(b-c) c {a-b) u (a-c)

is impossible. In 18, the problem again is with intersections. Suppose we
have a z such that (3w)(e(z, b,w)Λ~(w =0)) and (3wτ)(e(z,w,wr)Λ~(wr =0)),
but (Vw")(e(z,a Π b, w") D w" = 0 ) . Then we have that e(z,a-b,v) only for
v = 0 , but e(£,β-(α Π 6), wr) where wr is the degree asserted to be non-0
above. Hence, we cannot have

a-(a n δ ) c α-δ,

in this case. QED

Thm. 14: The following properties of symmetric difference hold:

19. aθb = bθa

20. aθφ= a
20\ aθa = 0
2 1 . a Π 6 = 0 Ξ α0& = α u δ
22. (#0δ) θ(a Π b) c a U b, but not necessarily conversely.
22'. aθ(bθ(a Γ) b)) Q aU b, but not necessarily conversely.
23. α#δ c α^(α Π δ), δwί not necessarily conversely.
24. « Π (fr#c) c (α Π b) θ(a Π c), δwί not necessarily conversely.
25. Neither of (aθb)θc and aθ(bθc) need be a subset of the other.
26. Neither of aθ(aθb) and b need be a subset of the other.
27. It is not the case that (aθb) = c necessarily implies b = aθc.

Proof: Again, we leave the direct proofs to the reader, and indicate here
why the classical cases of 22 through 27 fail here. In 22, if

e(z,a,w) Aβ(z, b,w')

and

~e(z,a,w')Λ~e(z, b,w),

then

e(z,a U b,w) /\e(z,a U b,wf),
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but

~e(z,(aθb)θ(a Πb),w),

and

~e(z,(aθb)θ(a Πb),wr),

so that

~((<z U δ ) c (aθb)θ(a Πb)).

In 22', several possibilities exclude the necessity of

a U b Qaθ(bθ(a Π b)).

For example, suppose that e(z,a,w)Λ ~(w = 0), and e{z,byw
f) and

~(wf =0). Then we always have e(z,a u b,wr). But if w Γ)wr =φ, we have

~e(z,aθ(bθ(a Πb))9w)

and

~e(z,aθ(bθ(a Πb)),wr),

while if ~ (w ΠM;') =0, we have

e(z,aθ(bθ(a Π δ)),w),

but still

~e(z,aθ(bθ(a C\b)),w!).

In 23, if e (£, a,w) Λ ~(w = 0) and € (2, δ, w') Λ ̂  (w' =0). Then

(Vv)(e(^,αβ6,z;) ^ t ; = 0 ) .

But if

(Vv)(Vvr)((e (z, a, v) Λ e U b v')) D v Π t;f = 0),

then

e(>ε,«^(β Π b),w) Λ ~(w =0).

In 24, we need to consider 2 such that we have e(z,a,w)Λ ~(w =φ),
e(z, b,wr) Λ ~(w' =0) and e(z, c,w") Λ ~(W" =0). For such z, we have

(Vv)(e(z,aΓ\(bθc),v) D V =0),

but if

H; Π ^ f =ΦΛ~(W Π ^ f =0),

then

eU,(α nδ)e(flΠc),M)Π w").

In 25, we may use 19 and reletter to see that if one inclusion can fail,
so can the other. So consider the case that z is such that e(z,a, W)Λ~(w = 0)
and e(z, b,wr)Λ ~(wr =0), and e(z, c,wr) Λ ~(WT =0). Then
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e(z,aθ(bθc),w) Λ~e(z,(aθb)θc,w),

and also

[e(z(aθb)θc,w") A~e(z,aθ(bθc),u?')].

In 26, consider a z such that e(z,a,w) Λ~(W = 0), and e(z, b,w
r
)λ ~(w

r
 =

0) and ~e(z,a, w
τ
) A ~e(z, b, w). Then

e{z,aθ(aθb),w)A ~eU, b,w)

and

e(z, b,w
r
) Λ ~e(z,aθ(aθb),w').

In 27, it is consistent with α#6 = c to assume that we have a £ such that
(Vw)(eU, c, w) 3 w =0), e(z,a,wr)Λ~(wr =0), and etε, δ, w") Λ~(W" =0), but
~e(£, b,wr). Then e(2,α0c, w') and ~€(z,aθc,wrr), so that we can have

~(«0c c b)*~(b caθc)

in this case . QED

The following definitions will serve to complete the usual e lementary
vocabulary of set theory.

Def. 33: BίnR(Λr) = (Vz)(Vw) [(e(z,x, w) A ~ ( W = 0)) D (3W) (3^f)(3z;)(?; = M X
U'ΛXCV)]. (Binary Relation)

Thus, a binary relation is just a subset of some Cartesian product.
The following weaker concept insists only that x be a collection of ordered
pairs, all of whose first elements come from some given set u and whose
second elements come from set v. Without the strong Axiom S12 of
Products, these concepts may well differ.

Def. 34: WBR(ΛΓ) = [(Vs) (Vw) [(e(z,x,w) A ~(W =0)) 3 (3y)(3y')(z = <;y,;y'»]Λ
(3u) (3v) (Vzr) (Vz") [(e(z', x, z")*~{z" = φ)) D {(VW)(VW')(Z = (W,W')) 3 (3t)

(3t')(e(w,u, t) Λβiw' u', tr) Λ ~(ί = 0) Λ -(£' = 0)))]]. (Weak Binary Relation)

A comparison of the definitions will show that every binary relation is
a weak binary relation. A function is a weak binary relation, since for
example, because it is a set, by the Axiom of Replacement, both its domain
and range are sets. (In this context, to say that something is a set just
means that either we are assuming that we have already proved it to exist
or else we know how to prove its existence.)

Thm. 15: (Vx)(Vy) [WBR(#) A WBR(^)A [(3*) (V*f) (Vw)[(e(z',z,w)Λ ~(w = 0))=
(3M) (3ur) (3v) (3υ') (3t) (3tr)(3t")(e (u, x, v) A e (ur,y, υ') A - (v = 0) A - (w* = 0) A
U= (t,t')AV' = (t,t")ΛZr = (t,t")ΛW CVAW QV')]] => WBRU)].

Def. 35: The z of Theorem 15 is denoted by χoy. (Composition)

Proof of Thm. 15: We have by hypothesis that all the z' that belong to z to
some non-0 degree are ordered pairs and that the first elements of those
pairs are members to the appropriate degrees to the same set of which the
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f irst elements of the p a i r s of x a r e m e m b e r s and that the second elements
of those p a i r s a r e m e m b e r s to the appropriate degrees to the set of which
the second elements of y a r e m e m b e r s . QED

As would be expected, we put a pair (t, t") into the composition of two
relat ions x and y to the " m a x i m u m " degree allowed for all V such that
(t, t1) i s in x to some non-0 degree and (tr, t") is in y to some non-0 degree,
where, for each t\ we allow the "minimum' ' of the respective degrees of
membership of (t, t') and (tr,tn) is x and y. Naturally, this same definition
of composition applies to functions.

Applying the Axiom of Replacement to a weak binary relation in the
usual manner with Λn(x,y) = (3z)(x = (y,z))9 e tc. , constructs both its
" d o m a i n " and " r a n g e . " Hence we have the following theorem.

Thm. 16: WBR(ΛΓ) => (3 \y)O\z)(Vv)(Vv')(Vw)(Vwr)[[e(v,y, w) = {3t)(3tf)(e{t9

x,w)At = (v, £ ' ) ) ]Λ [e(υ τ,z, wr) = (3u)(3uf)(e(u,x, W)A U = (ur,v'))]].

Def. 36: The y of Theorem 16 is denoted Dom(Λr). (Domain)

Def. 37: The z of Theorem 16 is denoted Rαn(Λr). (Range)

Col. to Thm. 16: In Za + , ( WBR(ΛΓ) Λ WBRtv)) => (3\z)(z = χoy).

Proof: In Za + , given WBR(ΛΓ) and WBR(y), we can form Dom(#)xsRan(;y). We
then specify the unique collection x °y by the Axiom of Separation. QED

Note that these definitions a r e consistent with the corresponding
definitions (10 and 11) given in section 2 for functions. The interpretation
given these a s to the degrees that various elements belong to a domain or
range also applies h e r e . Note also that we could now weaken the definition
of a weak binary relation by dropping the requirement that all the first
elements belong to some fixed set to non-0 degrees and by dropping the
requirement that al l second elements belong to some fixed set to non-0
degrees . Finally, we define a few concepts that a r e helpful in comparing
the axiomatized theory with the original l e s s formal vers ions of Zadeh,
Brown, and others .

Def. 38: (x,y;z) is the set (x-{x-z)) u (y-z). (Convex Combination)

Following Zadeh ([3], p. 345), it i s easy to verify that the following
theorem holds.

Thm. 17: (Vx)(Vy)(Vz)(x Π y c {x,y;z) QxUy). QED

However, the corresponding theorem about representing all sets
between x C\y and x U y a s some (xfy;z) does not c a r r y over. For example,
if xf i s an element of x to several different non-0 degrees but an element of
y only to the degree 0 , then no mat ter what z we choose, (x,y;z) will
contain xr e i ther only to the degree 0 or to all of the degrees that xr belongs
to x: no intermediate possibil i t ies a r e allowed.

Def. 39: x Uw y i s the set (x-y) u (x Π 3?) u (y-x). (Weak Union)
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Using the methods employed earlier in this section, the reader can
verify that x UW3> Qx Uy, but not necessarily conversely: consider ele-
ments belonging both to x and to y to distinct non-0 degrees.

Def. 40: xΠsy is the set defined by (Vz)(Vw)[(e(z,x Πs y, w) Λ ~(W = 0)) =
(3wr)(3w")(e (z,x,w!) Λ~(W' = 0) Λ e (z, x,w)vβ (z, y, w))]. (Strong Intersection)

As above we can verify that x Π y c x f)sy but not necessarily con-
versely. The interest in sets of the type xΠsy and xUwy is that they
satisfy identities of the type that fail for the usual operations. For
example, it is easy to verify that the following weak forms of 28, 28' of
De Morgan's Law hold, although, as was noted in Theorem 13 above, the
corresponding relation does not hold universally for the ordinary union,
intersection, and complement.

Thm. 18: The following identities hold, although their counterparts in
Theorems 13 and 14 failed,

27. (V*)(Vy)(((* U y) - (((* U ^ ) - ^ ) U ((# U y) - y))) = (x Πs y))
28'. (V*)(Vy)(((* Uw3>) - (((* Uw:y) - x) Όw((x U*,y) - y))) = (x Π y))
29. (a-b) Uw (a nsc) = a - (b-c)
30. a-b = a - (a Γ)sb)
31. (aθb) θ(a Πsb) = a U b
32. a-b = aθ(a Πsb)
33. a ns(bθc) = (a Πs c) QED

Hence we have operations that satisfy most of the classical identities
of elementary set theory. In the ,next section, we will use the various
operations we have defined here to develop the theory of natural numbers,
ordinals, and cardinals .
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